ASSISTANT PUBLICITY
MANAGER TECH SHOW

Duties Outline—Order Of Promotion Given—Meeting Of Candidates

Candidates for Assistant Publicity Manager of the Tech Show will meet Monday afternoon at 4:15 with E. W. Lutes, Assistant Publicity Manager. There are three publicity managers at present. Each man has been given a certain amount of work to do, depending upon his position, which has mainly to do with write-ups in THE TECH and other papers: but this year a new plan has been inaugurated by which the first assistant will be under the direct supervision of the stage department after Christmas of each year. This gives a man in the publicity department an insight into the working of the show. The position will better fit him for general manager when a Senior.

Before this the publicity manager has not had a fair chance for this office. But with the qualifications which he will now receive his chance will be as good as that of any manager. Only competition in the department is in selecting the first assistant and then publicity manager. From among the three heads of the departments and the treasurer the general manager is chosen, so that the head of the publicity department is a candidate for one of the most important student activity positions in the Institute.

The time employed in the contest is from 4 to 6 in the afternoon, a period which is ordinarily wasted, so the time may well be put to work and not lost, and that he has neglected his studies.

The duties and plans will be further explained Monday afternoon, and all Freshmen who are interested will meet in Room 8 in the Union at 4:15.

SOPH. GY. BOARD
Basketball Subsidized—Committees

At a meet' of the Sophomore Governing Board held yesterday noon reports were received from the Pipe and Dinner Committees, both of which were accepted. The treasurer reported that the financial condition of the class was such that there was not enough money to meet all obligations. Therefore a report was made to the Class Basketball Team and a like amount was to be devoted to specialties for the Class Dinner. G. M. Lovejoy was elected manager of the Sophomore Baseball Team.

SPECIAL REHEARSAL

As there will be no ticket in the Union on Sunday, the last and only time that tickets for the Winter Concert can be redeemed brought on Sunday, in the Union at 2.30 P. M.

Mr. Lythgoe Addresses
Chemical Society

Tells Of Legal and Technical Side Of Analyst's Work—Advance Dates.

Last night the Chemical Society was told of the ins and outs of the work of a public analyst by Mr. H. C. Lythgoe, of the Massachusetts State Board of Health. Massachusetts was one of the first states to pass laws regarding food products, its first law regarding milk inspection being passed in 1886. Under the present laws there are two classes of prosecutions, one for selling milk less than 3.35 per cent of fat, the fine being not more than $20, and another for selling watered or adulterated milk, the fine for conviction being from $25 to $50. During the year 1913 the Board of Health Laboratory has conducted 18,000 analyses. Milk inspectors are required to collect samples from every town over 2,000 inhabitants at least twice each year.

Mr. Lythgoe described the methods of analysis in use in the laboratory, and also gave details of a number of cases which he has prosecuted and which proved very interesting. He also paid tribute to Prof. Woodman of M. I. T., who has contributed greatly to the advancement of the science of analysis.

The coming meetings are expected to prove of equal interest. It is expected to secure Andrew B. Boston University to speak on the legal side of a chemist's work, and later in the year A. D. Little of the A. D. Little Co. and Prof. Whittaker of Columbia University are to talk on their peculiar lines of work.

T. C. A. Sociaile

Professor Derr Gives Illustrated Lecture On Norway.

Although the T. C. A. was the first organization to register for Friday night, the attendance at the newest institution Hall last night was small.

There were present a number of men from outside who are interested in the work. President M. T. Langlois, speaker of the aims and prospects of the Technology Christian Association, after which several piano solos were rendered by Mr. Fearing.

The address of the evening was delivered by Prof. Derr of the Physics Department of the Institute. He related his experiences in Scandinavian connection with his talk. Prof. Derr showed some lantern slides of the mountains, valleys and the mid-night sun. He told of his love of the outdoor life of the natives and villagers, showing pictures of the Laplanders, and giving a good account of the whole climate.

One man was killed and one seriously injured at the New Technology Site yesterday. This marks the first fatality since the work was started.

Tech Defeats Tufts
In Hard Fought Game

MacLeod Stars For Tech—Game Decides Future Of At Tufts.

Tech started on its winning streak last night by defeating Tufts 4 to 2 in a hard fought game. It was a kind of game that keeps spectators constantly on their feet. The intense excitement was due to the fact that hockey at Tufts depended entirely on the outcome of this, their first game, and consequently they played their limit. But Tech was not backward in accepting their challenge.

The first period started off fast, but neither side could get in much team work. The puck was carried back and forth mainly by indecision for the first ten minutes with several scrambles before both team's goals. Then Captain MacLeod scored in a miscue in front of Tufts' goal. This closed the period in the scoring line, but Gaudet, Tufts' main man, made a few gallant rushes which were of no avail.

The second period started more exciting. The Tuft's seven started in and scored their first goal in three minutes of play. Westman making it, following a pretty exhibition of passing by his team-mates. After a couple of rushes Tech returned and Storke making the second score a minute later on a scrimmage over this interval Captain MacLeod put in at goal in place of Lowensu. A few minutes later Winton was seized with a cramp and had to be helped off the ice. Toyce being put in his place at center. At the same time Tufts sent in Gallagher in Kelly's position at left wing. Just before the

FRESHMAN BASKETBALL

Season Tickets For One Dollar—First Game Tonight.

Season tickets for the Freshman Basketball series are now on sale. Tickets may be procured from any member of the team for one dollar. These tickets are good for a total of sixteen games, to be played at the Gym on Garrison street. No restrictions whatever are placed upon these books, more than one ticket from a single book will be honored at the door. By reducing the price to this low figure the management has been able to give these tickets at a little less than seven cents a game.

The first home game will be played against the Sophomores, and at this game several novel features will be introduced. Ladies invited by escorts are to be admitted free, and a special section of the group will be reserved for them. Girls from the Sargent School will attend the first game in a body.

One man was killed and one seriously injured at the New Technology Site yesterday. This marks the first fatality since the work was started.

Scrubs Meet At Gym
This Afternoon

Every Man On Squad Must Take Part—Handicaps In All The Events.

Promptly at 3 o'clock this afternoon at the Gym the first scrub meet of the year will take place. All men who are taking the regular track practice are requested to take part in this meet as well as the Freshmen who are substituting track for Gym. The meet should be of special interest because it is the first opportunity Coach Canal has of obtaining any idea of how his men are developing.

The list of events is as follows: 4-lap run, 4-lap run, 3-lap yard dash, 3-lap hurdles (consisting of two hurdles), high jump, pole vault, and 15-pound shot put.

Besides these handicap events a relay race will end the meet. All the men will be divided into two relay teams. These teams always afford much excitement and Merriment, being generally very well balanced.

SUGGESTIONS RECEIVED

Students Consulting Engineers For New Technology.

Departing from customs in the college of the century, the Institute is organizing the students into hands of consulting engineers. Each Institute has requested its students to hand in suggestions that might be of help in determining the construction of New Technology. In this time Fred. Dewey, head of the Economics Department, at a recent meeting of the class, asked for suggestions on selecting arrangements for the good rooms.

The results of the inquiry were as amusing as instructive. All answers were turned in, some so serious as to attract attention, some ingenuous enough to demand consideration, and some ridiculous enough to provoke laughter. One suggestion pictured a student seated in a big Morris chair, with a convenient electric light projected over his head, and his feet propped up on pillows. A waiter was shown bringing in a tray of refreshments to the hard working student.

JUNIOR DINNER

The Junior Class will hold the annual dinner in the Union this evening at 6:00. The committee in charge have arranged a very interesting program, including addresses by Professors Bates and Miller.

CALENDAR

Saturday, December 13, 1913.
3:00—Scrub Meet.
4:00—Junior Class. Nom. Due at Cage.
6:00—Junior Class Banquet.
8:00—Tech vs. Beverly Y. M. C. A.